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Abstract
In this paper we critically explore some of the arguments made by those social theorists who claim that we live in a new global economy defined by informational and technological flows, fluids and networks. By recourse to Marx’s concept of fetishism we argue that these theorists often fetishise the very social changes in the global economy they are trying to describe. As a result, they articulate a ‘flat ontology’ of concrete and contingent relations that mistakenly claims to capture the most important dynamics of global capitalism. We reject this approach, preferring instead to see global capitalism as a dialectical flux between concrete and more abstract processes. These critical points are developed by drawing on Marxism to explore how these social theorists often reproduce unhelpful dualisms in social theory, how they fetishise technology, how some of their arguments run parallel to a management justification logic of the market world, and finally how they present a limited explanation of global finance.  








In On Justification Luc Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot (2006) develop a framework that outlines six logics of justification by which people rationalize their actions and establish worth. Two of these logics – the market world and the industrial world – are particularly relevant to the following discussion. As a discourse of justification the industrial world is understood as an organised system with a clearly defined structure, temporal stability, and is rooted to a particular place and terrain (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 210). Objects in this world are instruments, things that are mobilised for production, and are based in a world of axes, cause and effect, guidelines, dimensions, degrees and levels, along with the measurement and regulation of time, based on stages, phases and deadlines (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 204-8). For example, after 1945 many organisations were said to be ordered through economies of scale based on long-range forecasts and formal bureaucratic and hierarchical structures of authority between managers, mid-level employees and labour.

In contrast, the market world logic creates its own natural order whose harmony is based on the belief that the market determines the distribution of states of worth. This is a world most apparent in new management discourse where societies are seen to be populated by individuals, that is to say, people detached from one another, lacking in social bonds, driven purely by their subjective desire for things and entrepreneurial success. This process takes place in a space without limits, a world of free circulation of goods and people (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 197-202). For example, writing in the 1980s renowned management guru Tom Peters observes that new information technology is having an ‘unsettling impact on everything’ in the business community. There is for instance ‘a blurring of service/product distinctions…by “software” services and the “intelligence-added” features provided courtesy of the microprocessor’ (Peters 1988: 10). What were once bureaucratic structures in organisations, so the argument continues, are therefore giving way to more networked, fluid, and technologically sophisticated formations. Peters’s observations are, though, symptomatic of a broader assertion made by some management theorists who promote a market world logic, which is to argue that social structures are no longer causally efficacious. Instead, the need for employers and managers to embrace and promote fluid network formations is highlighted because it is these formations and not bureaucratic structures that are thought to give businesses a competitive edge in the global world. Problematically, however, without a deeper social embedding this market world logic encourages the view that we are engaged in networks that somehow exist without hierarchy, order, or regular patterns of social division and inequality between classes and groups in society (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 200-1). 

The link between social theory and the industrial world should be clear. One need only think of how critical social theory associated with the likes of the Frankfurt School exposes the logic of the industrial world; for example, how the industrial world imposes a technological logic within territorially defined spaces while locking objects into an instrumental relation with nature (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 204). But the link between contemporary social theory and the market world is arguably more ambiguous. One reason for this ambiguity, according to Rancière (2009), lies in the nature of the concepts and terms used by some contemporary social theorists to make sense of global capitalism. Many social theorists, like some management theorists, suggest that we live in a ‘network’ age of ‘complexity’ and ‘fluidity’ where social relations express a degree of ‘mobility’ as they become detached from the constraints of time and space. In the words of Rancière: ‘Everything supposedly becomes fluid, liquid, gaseous; and it only remains to laugh at ideologues who still believe in the reality of reality…’ (Rancière 2009: 31). So, if the social world is now as some suggest fluid and liquid-like to what extent is it nevertheless still possible for critical theorists to identify relatively stable and enduring social patterns at work in ‘the reality of reality’?

Our aim in this article is to contribute to this ongoing debate by looking at a range of social theorists whose arguments have become widely influential across the social sciences and humanities. These theorists have significantly shaped the emergence of prominent concepts, expressions, and metaphors in contemporary investigations of the global economy such as those of ‘actor networks’ (Latour 2005), ‘economies of signs and space’ (Lash and Urry 1994), ‘liquid modernity’ (Bauman 2000), and ‘network society’ (Castells 2000). In other words, these are theorists who have lead the way in arguing that capitalist societies are now more fluid and networked than in the previous ‘industrial’ era. While there are clearly subtleties and nuances in each of their positions they also therefore share the belief that capitalism has entered a networked fluid era. For example, they all believe that ‘social structures’ are simply the product of a bygone industrial Fordist age while conceptual ideas from theorists of ‘industrial capitalism’ like Marx need to be transgressed for eternally inhabiting the past (see for example Hardt and Negri 2004: 145). 

In our opinion, many of the themes created by these concepts and metaphors do indeed capture the novelty of our current global condition. More critically, we also believe that they lead a number of theorists to cast off a deeper understanding of the world that might explain why it is that such changes have come about in the first place, or in fact how these changes might be properly evaluated. We find it perplexing for example why we need to discard a theory of enduring social structure in favour of highlighting purely contingent social relations based on the constant movements of capital, the flows of associations and connections in the global economy, and the complexity and fluidity of exterior relations. 

What we are against, then, is the one-sided analysis of the global economy as being comprised purely through flows, fluids and networks which operate at a concrete and contingent level of abstraction. Not only are many of the metaphors used in making these claims rather vague (on which see McLennan 2003), they also often fetishise the social changes they are trying to describe by accepting their market-based form as they first appear in their concrete and contingent arrangement. As a result, these theorists are left with little room to tackle the contradictory ‘structural’ basis of the flat world they describe. Furthermore, in accepting elements of a market-based logic as simply being given whilst at the same time denying the analytical importance of deeper social relations, these approaches, perhaps unwittingly, often normalise market practices, management discourse, and (neoliberal) governance within institutional structures. That is to say, as well as developing a one-sided description of global capitalism as being driven by fluid networked flows some social theorists likewise reproduce traits of management discourse in their respective frameworks insofar that like some management theorists they work within a market-based logic of capital.   

Our argument therefore develops as follows. First, we briefly describe some key points made by particular contemporary social theorists around the claim a transition has been made to a qualitatively new form of global capitalism based on ‘flows’ and ‘networks’ of information communication technologies (ICTs). Second, we then outline some of the main themes of Marx’s theory of the fetish; themes that are applied and developed throughout the paper to critically analyse these claims about the new global economy. In this section we also briefly outline our preferred dialectical approach to social structures as being contradictory social entities that have causal powers in their own right but also gain these powers in part by being moments of the wider contradictory system of capitalism. Therefore, and third, we argue that many of the arguments made by contemporary theorists about this transition tend to reproduce unhelpful dualisms in social theory between ‘abstract’ and ‘concrete’ social forms. We believe that this in turn leads to a fetishistic theoretical position, and various problems with this are outlined. Fourth, the flat ontologies, which result from this mode of abstraction, point towards a fetishism of concrete and contingent ‘things’ without an adequate underlying causal analysis. As we demonstrate, this position leads to other related problems, not least the spectre of technological determinism. Fifth, we suggest that the fetishism of flows and networks is at risk of perpetuating a particular management ideology that justifies and legitimates a market-based logic. We argue that this type of management ideology, concerned as it is in arguing that the world is now more fluid than in previous decades, helps to mask specific contradictions and inversions in the structures of capitalism. Finally, we detect a fetishism of global finance at work in the ideas of some of these theorists, which in turn leads to a one-sided analysis of the continuing financial crisis. We argue that it is better to view finance more broadly as contradictory forms in the reproduction of capital.


Networks, Flows, and the Global Informational Economy

Scott Lash argues that older social structures of manufacturing society have been displaced by flows of information and communication, finance capital, intellectual property, the prototype and brand (Lash 2002: 176; 194; 205). His views are indicative of a widespread belief that we live in a new social age. Van Dijk shares similar sentiments, insisting as he does that we are living in times dominated by complex networks mediated by ICTs. He begins by discussing the role of new media, high-speed communication and how new technology provides huge storage potential (van Dijk 1999: 17). Before long, the discussion turns into a claim that a new information age has organised production, power and social life into new networked forms. Van Dijk goes on to argue that the network society has replaced the mass society of the industrial world. He takes as his model the transnational company and its ability to spread itself over an ever-greater area while subcontracting its operations in diverse ways. Large companies have decentralised executive power, a process that, it is argued, takes place not only in corporations but also within governments. This has a spatial effect insofar as the geography of places is being replaced with one of flows (van Dijk 1999: 61). 

Manuel Castells argues along similar lines when he says that a new networked economy is now globally dominant. Founded on knowledge and information, it is historically linked with a network-based organisational form of an unprecedented global reach (Castells 2000: 77). As a result, the way we work has also significantly altered. Hardt and Negri are typical in this respect by suggesting that while industrial labour is still a prevalent feature of many societies it is nevertheless the immaterial and communicative qualities of labour such as research and design, data entry, word processing and telemarketing – the labour of the so-called ‘multitude’ – which are of utmost importance in reproducing global capitalism today (Hardt and Negri 2000: 247-8; see also Hardt and Negri 2004: 65; 150). 

Castells states that microelectronic and digitally processed communication systems are the main contributory factor that ‘separates, in size, speed and complexity, the current process of globalisation from previous forms of globalisation in earlier historical periods’ (Castells 2009: 25). ICTs are powerful mediators of globalisation because they are flexible enough to reconfigure themselves according to the context they are located in, they exhibit scalability to the extent they can expand or shrink their network capability, and they display a survivability trait because they operate in a wide range of configurations (Castells 2009: 23). The new age of capitalism is founded on ‘informationalism’ organised ‘around the principles of maximizing knowledge-based productivity through the development and diffusion of information technologies, and by fulfilling the prerequisites for their utilization (primary human resources and communications infrastructure)’ (Castells 2000: 219-20).

Another influential position, actor-network theory (ANT), pushes this view of networks towards a radically relational standpoint. Networks develop their own being as a unity of parts that have no previous significance or a priori nature. As Law says, ANT ‘treats the social world as a set of more or less related bits and pieces. There is no social order. Rather, there are endless attempts at ordering’ (Law 1994: 101; original emphasis). This ordering is entirely contingent. Forms of ordering come and go and any patterns that do emerge only go so far (Law 1994: 97). Law thus describes ANT as a ‘pragmatic, recursive sociology of process’ (Law 1994: 101) by which he means that social entities ‘are uncertain effects generated by a network and its mode of interaction. They are constituted as objects to the extent, but only to the extent, that the network stays in place’ (Law 1994: 103). For Bruno Latour, the social should similarly be understood as nothing more than a movement of reassembling or reassociating (Latour 2005: 7). Thus for Latour power is to be seen as an effect rather than a cause. Society is something performative where people are only linked together through their networks of practice. 

Metaphors like ‘flows’, ‘fluidity’, ‘liquids’, and ‘mobility’ are used interchangeably by these theorists to help create the simple message is that everything is contingent, with no necessary connections between social objects, only narratives that construct stories out of these objects. For Bauman, liquids are without shape; they are fluids which ‘neither fix space not bind time … it is the flow of time that counts, more than the space they happen to occupy’ (Bauman 2000: 2). Fluids and flows are thus seen as an alternative to organised ‘structural’ forms. For John Urry, who also shares an affinity with ANT (see Law and Urry 2004), global fluids describe deterritorialised particles of people, objects, money and images that ‘move within and across diverse regions forming heterogeneous, uneven, unpredictable and often unplanned waves’ (Urry 2003: 60). They create their own context, have no clear end or point of departure, and represent unpredictable, deterritorialised movement (Urry 2003: 60). Sometimes these theorists will still employ the term ‘structure’ but this is subsumed in the dominant viewpoint they all share that space, time, and the material foundations of society have been transformed and reorganised around a space of flows. Economic relations are no longer organised around the production of material goods, but instead are ordered around information and knowledge. Telecommunications, for example, are obviously located in particular places and yet their organisation only makes sense in relation to their nodes in the global flow and exchange of information across various global networks (Castells 2000: 442-3). 

Many of the points raised in this section will now be developed and expanded. In particular we want to show that this approach makes the dualistic and problematic point that a new networked global economy is held together through contingent relations comprised by concrete ‘things’ associated with the likes of ICTs. We think that this vision of the global economy reproduces a fetish that denies the underlying social constitution and historical form of capital while falling back on a rather general and deterministic view of global capitalism. We therefore first outline Marx’s theory of the fetish in a little more detail and then use it to critically explore some of the claims made by contemporary social theory that we live in a new networked global economy. 


Karl Marx and the Fetish 

Fetishism is introduced by Marx in vol. 1 of Capital to describe a peculiar feature of the commodity. 

The mysterious character of the commodity-form consists…simply in the fact that the commodity reflects the social characteristics of men’s own labour as objective characteristics of the products of labour themselves, as the socio-natural properties of these things…(Therefore) since the producers do not come into social contact until they exchange products of their labour, the specific social characteristics of their private labours appear only within this exchange (Marx 1988: 164-5).

One common interpretation which is often presented to explain this passage is to say that Marx is describing how the exchange of commodities creates a distorted picture in the minds of people about how commodity exchange actually functions in modern society. Marx claims that commodities obviously possess a usefulness, or use-value. This use-value is fashioned by a person working on an object such as wood and transforming it into another useful object such as a table (Marx 1988: 163). But when a use-value enters the marketplace it suddenly becomes an object to be exchanged for another object. At this point an object loses its immediate and unique ‘sensuous’ qualities and develops into a generalised ‘thing’ to be exchanged. The labour used to create and fashion an object is consequently no longer recognised as the active subject in the production process. This active role falls instead on the ‘value’ that a commodity possesses. A commodity’s value thus seems to spring from exchange-value rather than from real relations of production. It is this ‘thing-like’ quality of commodities that extinguishes sensuous human activity from critical analysis and which therefore constitutes a fetish.

This conceptualisation of the fetish has though been criticised in a number of ways. First, opponents argue that Marx develops his theory of commodity fetishism through an untenable dualism between appearance and reality. For Marx capitalist exchange appears to treat all workers as equals whereas in reality workers are exploited. But critics insist that this perspective not only mistakenly implies that people share the same essential identity as ‘workers’, but also suggests that ordinary people are rather stupid, lacking the basic critical faculties to see through how they are being deceived by commodity relations (Hetherington 2007: 68-70; Woodiwiss 1990: 45-6). Second, critics say that Marx places far too great an emphasis on the exchange-value of a commodity without placing the same importance on why one might value a commodity’s use-value. For example, a commodity might be bought and exchanged because of its brand value or visual appearance; attributes that Marx does not take seriously (see Baudrillard 1981; Dant 1996; Shumway 2000). Finally, some suggest that Marx’s main arguments are applicable to nineteenth century capitalism but are less suited to making sense of high-tech twenty-first century capitalism in which immaterial and intangible objects like ‘information’ become the cornerstone of exchange relations (Hardt and Negri 2000: 404-5; see also Hardt and Negri 2004: 145). 

How might one sympathetic to Marx’s insights respond to these objections? The first most obvious response is to say that critics tend to only concentrate on Chapter 1, Part 4, of the first volume of Capital, forgetting in the process that in these few pages Marx is concerned only with simple commodity production, not with advanced capitalism. Indeed, Marx has yet to explain what he considers to be one of the main features of capitalism, namely the exploitation of labour based on the accumulation of surplus value. It was never Marx’s intention, then, to simply argue that commodity fetishism signifies the determining ideology or mystification in capitalism. If anything, commodity fetishism is a stepping stone for Marx to a more comprehensive theory of capital fetishism, a point we develop in later sections.  

On the issue of use-values Fine (2002: 60-67) correctly observes that this is in fact an integral part of Marx’s analysis throughout Capital. Money for instance has a use-value in its guise as a mechanism for borrowing and lending. And money similarly reinforces the separation of consumption and production which is peculiar only to capitalism. But Marx likewise observes that these monetary forms instigate a number of contradictions. Notably, money in the form of credit can build up debt in the capitalist system which is capable of activating further contradictions in other areas of capitalist reproduction. Fittingly, then, money demonstrates that for Marx capitalism is a profoundly contradictory system in the spheres of both production and consumption. Furthermore, in outlining his theory of commodity fetishism Marx also indicates how he intends to develop his critique of capitalism. Through his dialectical approach Marx argues that the contradictions inherent in capitalism lead to a number of inversions in everyday experience. For example, Marx observes that the fetish inherent in capitalist production generates an irrational inverted reality in which ‘capital has mastery over man, instead of the opposite…’ (Marx 1988: 175). 

Unlike many contemporary social theorists we therefore reject the unhelpful dualist claim that ‘structures’ remain distinct from the ‘concrete’ everyday world (see also the next sections). Instead we follow Marx who sees the ‘structures’ of capitalism as being formed through necessary contradictions and inversions, which at the same time have causal properties that provide the impetus for capital to reproduce itself at a systemic level in order to try to overcome these contradictions. Structures are thus contradictory social entities in their own right and moments of a wider socio-economic system. Far from being surmounted, however, this dialectical viewpoint suggests that contradictions are instead displaced and reproduced into new concrete and qualitatively distinct contradictory forms of social life. For example, the necessary structural contradiction in capitalism between capital and labour is as Larrain (1983) observes inverted once again at the more concrete level of capitalist circulation. Wages paid to workers do not appear in circulation as the accumulation of surplus value and labour exploitation but appear instead as a cost and factor of production (see also Marx 1988: 166). Here, commodity production subsequently appears as a natural eternal process, ‘as a regulative law of nature’, rather than as a social relation of exploitation (Marx 1988: 168-9). Contrary to what the critics argue Marx does not therefore claim that the concrete appearances of capitalism remain separate from reality. It is truer to the spirit of Marx’s main arguments to suggest that concrete ‘appearances’ are dialectical refractions of the unfolding contradictory ‘essence’ of capitalism.  

This latter point holds too for ideology. After all Marx argues that certain ideas help to mystify these contradictions still further in the realm of lived consciousness (Larrain 1983: 122-9). ‘Equality’, ‘freedom’, rights’, and so on, often conceal how the essence of capitalism is both contradictory and inverted. But it does not follow that universal ideals like ‘equality’ are mere illusions. From a dialectical standpoint such ideals in fact capture in part the reality of capitalist societies in which each person’s labour is treated equally as a commodity to be bought and sold in the marketplace (see Marx 1988: 166; see also Hoffman 1986; Jhally 1987). Even so, these ideals are still ideological if they misrepresent and naturalise specific contradictions in capitalism which in turn leads to a limited practice about how to solve these contradictions in everyday life (Larrain 1983: 23). Marx thus believes that ideology operates at both the level of ideas and at the level of everyday practice. Indeed, in their daily lives people often act and think as if commodities possess magical powers by themselves to exchange goods, generate profit, and stave off crises (Žižek 1989; 1997). In actuality of course commodities only function as if they have these magical powers because capitalist societies are based on the abstract dominance of commodity relationships that mask how labour creates and produces commodities in the first place. 

In the sections which follow we apply and develop these initial points about the fetish in relation to various claims made about the ‘new’ global economy by various social theorists. In particular we show how Marx develops his account of the fetish in order to make sense of advanced capitalism (a point glossed over by the critics) and how his observations can be used to explore contemporary capitalism. More specifically, we elaborate on these points by applying them to critically explore some of the claims of the social theorists alluded to in the last section. 


Fetishism and Dualism in Social Theory

In the sphere of circulation, argues Marx, individual and private labour interacts through a dualistic relationship of abstract social relations (the socially necessary labour time taken to produce commodities) and concrete ‘things’ (actual commodities). But this dualism creates a fetish because it mystifies the way in which labour constructs the basis of its own alienation in the production process itself. ‘To the producers, therefore, the social relations between their private labours appear as what they are, i.e. they do not appear as direct social relations between persons in their work, but rather as material (dinglich) relations between persons and social relations between things’ (Marx 1988: 165-6). All too often, however, this real material dualism goes on to reproduce dualist theories. This is particularly noticeable in how the social world is frequently explored through ‘abstract’ categories and through ‘concrete’ categories which are in turn taken to be separate but parallel conceptual means to investigate what are believed to be ontologically distinct parts of the real world (Smith 2009: 364-5).   

In terms of contemporary social theory this dualism is reproduced in those arguments which claim that an investigation of society should begin from a concrete and contingent level of analysis. This is often based on the belief that the study of ‘social structures’, however defined, is a rather outdated theoretical endeavour. Latour for example believes that social theory should not be a science of society (something that studies structures and causes) but should instead be a study of associations of different heterogeneous parts (Latour 1986: 277). Urry supports this claim. He writes that: ‘The metaphor of structure typically involves a centre, a concentration of power, vertical hierarchy and a formal or informal constitution’ (Urry 2000: 33). Networks by contrast are more open and dynamic and as a result the network metaphor is thought to be a more suitable representation of the openness, contingency and fluidity of the global world, especially since it reflects the reality of the way new knowledge economies operate in concrete circumstances (see Lash and Urry 1994: 321; see also Urry 2000: 1-8). 

Consequently many of the theorists of networks and flows follow Giddens (1984: 25) in reducing structure to its instantiation in concrete human activity with no ontological basis separate from the practices in which humans engage. This understanding is carried over into Giddens’s view of globalisation as something that is constituted through ‘networks’ comprised of concrete actors and concrete events (see Giddens 1990: 64-5). Perhaps for this reason some of the ideas associated with Giddens, along with similar observations advanced by Beck (2000), play an important role in the arguments of network theorists. One such idea is the belief that concrete ‘things’ shake off their organic being and become part of global networks which are lifted or disembedded from social relations (see Giddens 1990: 21-29). A good example of this is when van Dijk talks of ‘virtual communities’ that are not tied to any particular time or space, physical or material circumstances, other than the people or media enabling them (1999: 159), or when Hardt and Negri (2000) argue that concrete ‘immaterial labour’ based in affectual intellectual capabilities is no longer shackled to the homogenous abstract coordinates of industrial ‘material’ labour (see also Lash and Urry 1994: 230-6 and 245).

In making these claims concrete and contingent relations are seen to be the most important area of exploration for social enquiry, and a ‘structural’ moment of analysis is brushed to one side. In fact, the social relations from which actors are disembedded are usually disparagingly referred to as ‘traditional’ structures of the first (industrial) modernity. This allows for the view that the new social relations are more contingent, networked and informal. In the cases of Giddens and Beck it leads to a focus on such things as risk and processes of individualisation. But the underpinning philosophy is also compatible with the view present in ANT that sees the social as a narrative account rather than as something synchronic. Latour goes as far as to say that a network is a concept rather than a thing ‘out there’, ‘a tool to help describe something, not what is being described’ (Latour 2005: 131). 

These approaches therefore tend to focus on the concrete level of movement – people, the internet, money, brands and logos – rejecting the idea that there are deeper social relations that produce them and facilitate their movement. This can be grasped again in another remark by Latour that in an age of networks we need to ‘render the social world as flat as possible in order to ensure that the establishment of any new link is clearly visible’ (Latour 2005: 16; original emphasis). Ironically, as well as having a strain of positivism about it, such a statement seems to be the opposite of the kind of complexity these authors consider their approaches to embrace. Indeed, they are ‘ANTi-realist’ in denying that there is any necessary order ‘out there’ in the world. At the same time, ‘flat ontologies’ often lead to a fetishisation of concrete and contingent material and technological ‘things’ as being the cause of capitalism, which is itself related to the spectre of technological determinism (see Roberts 2012). We now turn our attention to these issues.

 
The Displacement of the Fetish onto Technological Appearances 

Once a split or dualism between people and ‘things’ occurs in social theory then the next conceivable step is to visualise technological ‘things’ as being a neutral factor of production untouched by deeply embedded social relations. One unfortunate consequence of this theoretical move is to reproduce technological determinism, which is the belief that technologies determine the path of social change and, correspondingly, that this has its own momentum irrespective of other social relations like classes, exploitation, imperialism, state politics, and so on (Webster 2006: 44). Lash and Urry for instance observe: ‘There is indeed a structural basis for today’s reflexive individuals. And that this is not social structures, but increasingly the pervasion of information and communication structures’ (Lash and Urry: 1994: 6; original emphasis). Hence we are left ‘reflexive individuals’ on one extreme and the unstoppable forces of technology, information and communication on the other, with no social mediation between the two. 

Problematically, then, this view reifies information and communication technology by suggesting that they are somehow not social relations. But even when analysing the most abstract and basic social characteristics of the capitalist labour process one soon discovers that a workplace is never only powered by machines. As well as technology a workplace is mediated by distinctive social relations that include cooperative relationships and technical know-how amongst and between workers, management and owners. At the same time workers must follow rules laid down by management and owners about how the workplace in question is organised and governed, which is itself underpinned by questions over allocation and distribution of the surplus created in the workplace. Conflict and inequality therefore invariably appear as each group struggles over access to the social product created, labour conditions, and relationships of exploitation (Creaven 2000: 217; Gough 2003: 33). 

Nevertheless such is the appeal and allure of technological determinism that it is often invoked in a seemingly innocuous manner to highlight what are perceived to be some of the key characteristics of networked information societies. For example, Webster (2006: 120) observes that Castells’s opening statement of his Network Society trilogy takes a deterministic view of the underlying basis of our current era: ‘A technological revolution, centred around information technologies, began to reshape, at accelerated pace, the material basis of society’ (Castells 2000: 1). This account becomes even more problematic when Castells focuses his attention on the emergence of digital technology. He claims that technological progress during the 1970s provided the basis for a new networked informational economy built on microprocessors, telecommunications, and microcomputers. Indeed, he goes as far as to say that they were part of a wider set of ‘autonomous dynamics of technological discovery and diffusion’ during the 1970s (Castells 2000: 61-2). Castells thus describes the emergence of ICTs as factors of production, ensuring in the process that an analysis of technological progress is abstracted away from historically specific mediations, contradictory social relations and the centrality of struggles between classes and groups around production (cf. Kellner 2006: 54-5). 

Often the outcome of this type of theorising is to separate industrial capital from finance and technology, with the latter seen as obtaining an autonomous existence from the former (see also below). Marazzi (2008) does this when he claims that ‘communication support systems – codes, languages, shared meanings – allow knowledge to circulate on its own, independently of fixed capital and legal ownership’ (Marazzi 2008: 50; original emphasis). Technology is now said to have freed itself from the ‘fixed’ shackles of industrial factories and is increasingly being ‘dematerialised’ through knowledge which floats through digital nodes. Under these conditions any attempt to plan capitalism is ‘impracticable’ (Marazzi 2008: 51). Lash (2011) similarly argues that capitalist accumulation has de-linked itself from industrial capital and now comprises heterogeneous bits of information linked together which aim to communicate with one another and self-organise in order to respond rapidly to and indeed pre-empt the rise of new markets (Lash 2011: 129). 

Overall, therefore, these theorists paint a picture of capitalism as a fragmented system without ontological complexity. Underlying contradictions of the sort Marx endeavoured to critique no longer exist; hence the attraction of arguments concerning networks and other disembedded relations that establish a ‘culture of endless deconstruction and reconstruction’ (Castells 2000: 501-2). Terms such as ‘flows’, ‘fluids’, and ‘networks’ inform these accounts in the strong sense that they are believed to create their own reality. They have no social cause or context, they cannot be controlled, they cannot be contained, and their flow cannot be stopped. Even theoretical endeavour, it is argued, will find it difficult to grasp these processes. As Latour observes: ‘when it’s taken as a fluid, the social again disappears because it flashes only briefly, just at the fleeting moment when new associations are sticking the collective together’ (Latour 2005: 159). Our response to these claims is to emphasise that the capitalist system has always had a logic of fluids and flows and that what is new today is not so much the proliferation of these metaphors in the world around us, but the proliferation of the use of them in relation to the supposed intangibility of a number of previously understood social processes and relations. But if this is the case then another question arises: to what extent do the terms flows, fluids, and networks act ideologically to represent the global economy in a specific manner? It is to this question we now turn. 


The Fetishism of ‘New’ Business and Management Ideology

Boltanski and Thévenot note that the market worldview of flows and networks has been propagated in part by management theorists (see also Boltanski and Chiapello 2003). Thus the terms and metaphors employed by some social theorists are not as new as they claim and have in fact been present in business and management discourse for a good deal longer to capture what were considered at the time to be new economic processes. For example, throughout The Practice of Management, published originally in 1954, the famous management guru Peter Drucker applies innovative metaphors to take account of such changes. He says for instance that employees should be encouraged to work in a ‘community of individuals’ where they can ‘build personal relationships over and above the work relationship’ (Drucker 1993: 298). It is thus incumbent upon managers to create ‘the right spirit in the organization’ (Drucker 1993: 119: original emphasis) by adapting an entrepreneurial resilience alive to risks and uncertainty (Drucker 1993: 46-7). In The Age of Uncertainty, published in 1968, Drucker continues this line of thinking by arguing that a ‘knowledge economy’ (Drucker 1971: 328) blurs bureaucratic and vertical ways of working that is closely aligned to industrial capitalism. Knowledge workers who rely on their intellectual capacities ‘require a performance-oriented organisation rather than an authority-oriented organisation…(because) knowledge work itself knows no hierarchy…’ (Drucker 1971: 351-2).  

By the 1970s and early 1980s the idea that business organisations should move from vertical bureaucratic structures of authority most closely associated with ‘industrial societies’ to flattened-out horizontal structures of entrepreneurial opportunities most closely associated with knowledge-based societies was being increasingly accepted by a variety of management theorists. John Naisbitt for example employed the ‘fluid’ metaphor in the early 1980s to argue that the global economy is being transformed through decentralised informational ever-changing social networks. ‘Some networks remain fluid and open; others dissolve, their members resurfacing elsewhere to create new networks’ (Naisbitt 1982: 194). For their part the popular management gurus Peters and Waterman noted that the 1970s global environment was increasingly being defined through the mantra that ‘messiness dominates’ a business order increasingly founded on ‘a fast-paced, ever-changing array of external forces’ (Peters and Waterman 1982: 100). Bureaucratic business structures had started to give way to ‘a complex world’ (Peters and Waterman 1982: 33) based in experimentation, ‘fluidity’ and innovative flexible organisational structures (Peters and Waterman 1982: 50). Such organisational fluidity is related to a company’s propensity to become a ‘vast network of informal open communications’ that opens up external and internal work opportunities (Peters and Waterman 1982: 121-2). 

In what might be taken straight from social theorists like Bauman, Law, and Urry, contemporary management writers argue that these processes now extend across societies. What were once thought to be stable social structures have thus increasingly given way to messy and fluid social processes. Reed (2003: 4-8) is emblematic of those from the business and management community who suggest that the nation-state has lost its powers to create wealth and regulate a country’s labour markets. Indeed, suggests Reed in a manner that evokes some contemporary sociological insights, the social structures once associated with the welfare state are disappearing to be replaced by the likes of ‘fluid’ temporary job markets (Reed 2003: 14; see also Davis and Meyer 1998: 102). Collapsing coordinates of space and time are crucial supports for these processes. Today, so the management gurus Ridderstråle and Nordström (2008: 41) announce, we are no longer employed in workplaces but are instead employed in workspaces. Through ICTs a person can work from several different spaces (e.g. café, home, villa, office) and yet still be employed by one organisation. Globalisation thus signals a blurring of the boundaries between the global and the local (Ridderstråle and Nordström 2008: 92).

The brief foregoing discussion indicates that some management theorists and some contemporary social theorists might be said to belong to the same discursive framework that in turn reproduces a particular ideology. Two points can be made in this respect. First, the metaphors employed by these social theorists are the product of particular social changes. In terms set out once more by Boltanski and Thévenot, these theorists espouse the logic of the market world with its emphasis on networks, fluids and boundless space, while rejecting the logic of the industrial world with its emphasis on structure, system and order. More critically, we can say that this is the logic of capital making itself felt throughout contemporary social theory; a process of colonisation driven by the fetishism described above and also, in part, by the more conscious articulation of business and management ideas. Management ideas were after all at the forefront of the push to restructure postwar welfare social relations during the 1980s through what has amounted to as a ‘soft touchy-feely’ neoliberalism (see Locke and Spender 2011). Clearly, though, many social theorists have taken this restructuring as a fait accompli. They then mistakenly see this as evidence that the material foundations of society, space, and time are being transformed and reorganized around a ‘space of flows’. 

Second, therefore, such thinking can be said to be ideological to the extent that it mystifies the contradictions that support the fetish (cf. Larrain 1983). It leads for example to the belief that recent developments in global political economy represent a ‘new’ general social condition to which we have to adapt. Just like the management literature it justifies the market world view that such a logic cannot be rejected but must be embraced by working within its boundaries. Most noticeably, for example, both management and social theorists tell us that immaterial communication networks and global finance have become autonomous of industrial capital and that we need to adapt our perspectives on the global economy accordingly. In the next section we therefore continue our critical discussion by arguing that this position reproduces a fetishistic outlook because it mistakenly sees financial capital and industrial capital as being separate from one another. This paves the way for a brief alternative discussion of finance that understands its inherently contradictory nature as being a moment in the reproduction of capital as a whole. 


The Fetishism of Finance 

In the third volume of Capital Marx argues that financial capital fetishises social relations to a greater extent than commodity fetishism because it appears to be the case that finance can magically conjure profits out of thin air without the need to procure surplus value through the exploitation of labour. Money looks as if it can produce more money by itself even if this actually signals the increasing inability of industrial capital to secure profits (Marx 1977: 392 and 438-441; see also Magdoff and Sweezy 1987). ‘Capital fetishism’ is therefore more enigmatic than commodity fetishism. We still use money, but money itself becomes less perceptible as it dons a range of complex financial guises (see Dimoulis and Milios 2004; see also Žižek 1997: 103). Credit cards, bonds, derivatives, online shopping, second mortgages, and so on, are less visible forms of finance than everyday paper money. If one becomes immersed in this fetishism there is the ever present danger of seeing capitalism as being an ‘assemblage’ of purely concrete and contingent events and empirical ‘things’ (credit cards, derivatives, ‘bits’ of technology, etc.) which flow around different networks. So, the fetishism at work here rests in the belief that finance is an autonomous and separate circuit or assemblage of financial events and ‘things’ to that of industrial capital. 

One notable illustration of this perspective can be found in Economies of Signs and Space where Lash and Urry argue that global finance has been allowed to grow as a separate circuit to that of industrial capital and so now generates its own concrete networks to transport financial material or ‘traffic’ across the globe. These days money is ‘a kind of free-floating signifier detached from the real processes to which it once referred’ (Lash and Urry 1994: 292; see also Lash 2011: 116; Lash and Urry 1987: 207-8). Castells (2011) similarly notes that global finance operates through its own unpredictable non-linear global networks. The 2008 financial crash, says Castells, is testament to the devastating effects of these unpredictable financial networks. Specifically, Castells claims that six factors combined to produce the crisis. The deregulation of financial capital enabled finance to travel across the globe unchecked. Second, new media technology helped to develop highly sophisticated mathematical financial models which then were (wrongly) deemed to offer a way of managing financial transactions. Third, the securitization of every economic activity ensured that finance gained hegemony in how the economy was valued. This was aided by the rise of complex financial devices (e.g. derivatives) which encouraged a virtual and non-transparent capitalism to take root. Fourth, the US mortgage crisis of 2007 had a huge effect throughout the world because it could travel across various financial networks. Fifth, brokers and dealers were allowed to engage in highly risky financial activities. Finally, an imbalance between new economic powers such as China and capital-borrowing countries fed into a credit-led expansion in the USA and Europe (Castells 2011: 187-191; see also Castells 2000: 102-6). Finance for Castells thus represents one of the most salient illustrations of the ‘spaces of flows’. 

While this account does touch on a number of truisms about recent financial activity in the world, it also reproduces the fetish because it conceptualises industrial capital as being separate from financial capital. It therefore remains wedded to a dualist model that creates an untenable division between finance and production in which financial mechanisms are associated with advanced forms of technology at some remove from a productive industrial base. Yet as Albo, et al. (2010: 33-4) recognise, this wrongly suggests that the global economy is now based purely on speculative and fictitious capital and, in the process, it pays less attention to the fact that credit, bank capital, finance, and speculation are all normal consequences of a fully functioning capitalist economy. The current financial system is in fact a necessary corollary for the productive sector in the sense that it develops competitive advantages for states by exploiting units of capital more effectively.

In line with the arguments put forward so far we believe instead that a more accurate account of global finance is one that sees production and finance as contradictory moments of the same exploitative processes of capitalist accumulation. In this account the contemporary form of global finance is related to the processes of surplus value extraction. More specifically, and following Marx, the financial forms that have proved so disastrous to the global economy can ultimately be traced back to interest-bearing capital, or M-M¹, money making more money. As Fine (2010: 110) notes, interest-bearing capital is an integral feature of capitalist accumulation and refers to the borrowing and selling of money-capital in order to accumulate surplus value. Another way of saying this is that a money capitalist gains interest on a loan given to an industrial capitalist which results in a distribution of surplus value from industrial-capital to money-capital. Importantly, however, this relationship is contradictory. Interest-bearing capital in the form of, say, credit, can suspend (but not resolve) crisis-tendencies of capital and thereby enable capitalism to function ‘normally’ (Clarke 1990-91: 460). But we also know that a person making a loan can never know for certain if they will in fact receive payment in the future plus interest. After all, the person taking out the loan might not make future payments. Stated simply, credit relations establish precarious relationships in economic transactions. Finance is therefore a routine albeit contradictory moment of capitalist production. 

But if finance is a normal moment of capitalist accumulation what has happened to it in our crisis-ridden times? We cannot go into too much detail here due to lack of space but a few observations can nevertheless be made. In the first instance it is important to note that there has been a concentration and centralization of capital in fewer monopolies in recent years. For example, the revenue of the top 200 corporations in the US has increased drastically from about 21 percent of total business revenue to around 30 percent in 2008 (Foster and McChesney 2012: 71). But while the power and dominance of large monopoly capitals has increased it is also true to say that they have sought finance not only from banks but also from financial markets. In these latter markets interest-bearing capital has morphed into a variety of complex, risky and speculative financial devices. Derivatives are a case in point, based as they are on shifting risk between buyer and seller by betting about future values on the asset of a good. As Lapavistas (2011) observes, large corporations have turned to these financial markets because they can gain access to money more flexibly and at lower costs than if they had turned to conventional banks. ‘Consequently’, explains Lapavistas (2011: 620), ‘corporations have developed skills in independent financial trading, including trade credit but also securities…foreign exchange trading…(and) bond and equity trading in stock markets’ (see also Krippner 2005). This proprietary trading by banks initially generated huge profits for them and facilitated investment opportunities in the retail market and household consumption of consumer goods (Erturk and Solari 2007: 383).

Once again, though, these processes give rise to specific contradictions. The shift to the finacialisation of society for instance has been accompanied by greater constraints on wages. Orhangazi (2011: 130) notes that the creeping financialisation of society through the likes of pension and investment funds has shifted the balance of power in the workplace from managers to financial markets. When this occurs, argue Bryan and Rafferty (2006: 277), managers in corporations are under external pressure from financial markets to ensure their corporate assets make money for shareholders. One way they can try to accomplish this is by restructuring the relationship between labour productivity and wages through the intensification of working practices. Labour contracts will thus be drawn up locally in relation to the profitability of corporate assets. This is one reason why workers in the US, UK, and elsewhere have experienced steady declines in wages and incomes in recent decades. Between 1973 to 2002 average real incomes for the bottom 90 percent of US citizens experienced a fall of 9 percent, while real incomes for the top 1 percent rose by a staggering 101 percent (McNally 2009: 60). Ordinary workers are thus forced into financial markets through the likes of easy credit, pension funds, and mortgages to gain access to money (see Froud et al. 2002). But this in turn ensures people build up unsustainable levels of debt as they save less and spend more of their disposable income on credit or mortgage repayments. In the US for example savings grew to 10.5 percent of disposable income from 1930 to 1975 but by 2001 this figure stood at just 1.4 percent (Migone 2007: 191); a trend that continued throughout the 2000s (Ivanova 2011). Such levels of debt have adverse effects on consumption especially in times of economic crisis when creditors want their money back quickly or when interest rates on loans are hiked upwards.  






This paper has suggested that many social theorists today promote the ideas of fluidity and movement as against the perceived stasis of a society based on structure (see Urry 2000: 18). What we have endeavoured to show is that these approaches reflect the discourse of the market world with its obvious emphasis on circulation rather than production. This logic is premised on a network of flows which promote new forms of global free competition, an individualised set of social relations, a move away from hierarchical forms of social organisation whereby enduring social structures are replaced by contingent relationships, and the transformation of individuals into networked actors who rely on spatial mobility, flexibility, adaptability and trust-building (see also Boltanski and Chiapello 2003: 144). 

But as Outhwaite and Ray have also argued, to view flows, fluids and networks as constitutive of sociality actually risks ‘desocietalising’ the social. What may appear as spontaneous flows are embedded in constituting and constraining cultural and economic frameworks (Outhwaite and Ray 2005: 126-7). Or, to put it another way, the reproduction of the dominant social structures of the capitalist economy is encouraged by the fetishising of networks and flows which in turn contributes to the (de)motivating ideology of contemporary social life and the view that there is nothing deeper than sign, image, flow and flux. Furthermore, these theorists find an easy scapegoat for supposedly old-fashioned viewpoints by lumping these ideas in with structural rigidity of the industrial world, while they propagate the ideology that the contemporary world is fluid all the way down (see also May 2002: 8). 

We therefore believe that the changes spoken about by a number of contemporary social theorists would better seen as being the result of deliberate neoliberal policies of successive governments. Diminishing social and trade unions rights, a reorientation of welfare based on universal needs towards a workfare state based on targets and means tested benefits, growing poverty and inequality, and the financialisation of everyday life, are just some of the factors which we believe help to make better sense of ‘flows’ and ‘fluidity’ (see Doogan 2009: 88 ff.). By not focusing on these processes there is the ever present danger that social theorists will fetishise the immediate appearances of financial neoliberalism – in this case the appearance of networks and flows – at the expense of analysing underlying social relations. 
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